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We present a new example of a finite-dimensional noncommutative manifold,
namely, the noncommutative cylinder. It is obtained by isospectral deformation of
the canonical triple associated with the Euclidean cylinder. We discuss Connes’
character formula for the cylinder. In the second part, we discuss noncommutative
Lorentzian manifolds. Here, the definition of spectral triples involves Krein spaces
and operators on Krein spaces. A central role is played by the admissible funda-
mental symmetries on the Krein space of square integrable sections of a spin
bundle over a Lorentzian manifold. Finally, we discuss isospectral deformation of
the Lorentzian cylinder and determine all admissible fundamental symmetries of
the noncommutative cylinder. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630702#

I. INTRODUCTION

Strict deformation quantization1–3 provides a powerful mathematical tool to describe the
notion of quantization in physics. The central object here is a family ofC* -algebras$A\%,
parametrized by some real number\. Recall that aC* -algebraA is a norm-closed*-algebra
where the norm satisfies

ia* ai5iai2 ~aPA!.

In physics, the commutative algebra of functions on a phase space describes a classical theory. We
denote this algebra byA0 . A quantum mechanical theory at value\ of Planck’s constant, on the
other hand, is described by a noncommutative algebra of operators on a Hilbert space, denoted by
A\ (\Þ0). As we will see, the family$A\% is a strict deformation quantization if it satisfies
certain axioms.

A good example is the noncommutative torus. It is obtained via deformation quantization of
the algebra of functions on the torusTd.1,4 The noncommutative tori play a role in string theory
and M~atrix! theory.5

In this article, we will discuss a third example: the noncommutative cylinder. It is defined
along the same lines by deformation quantization of the cylinder. In string theory, the cylinder is
quite a natural object. There, space–time is a manifold of dimension higher than four. This
dimension follows from certain consistency conditions of the theory~see Polchinski, Ref. 6!. For
example, the superstring can only be defined in a ten-dimensional background, sayR10. It is
usually toroidally compactified toR43T6 in order for the theory to make sense. This means that
six dimensions are rolled up to the 6-torusT6. As Seiberg and Witten argued in Ref. 7, the
effective action of open strings in the presence of a constant magnetic field in the background is
described by making space–time noncommutative. In order to describe this noncommutative
background, one needs to quantize the~generalized! cylinder R43T6.
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Another motivation to quantize the cylinder comes from an idea of Kamani. In Ref. 8, he
studied the worldsheet of a superstring in a background as described before, as a noncommutative
geometry. In this case, one quantizes the worldsheet, which is an ordinary cylinderR3T.

Apart from such physical arguments, the quantization of the cylinder is also interesting from
a mathematical point of view. It turns out that theC* -algebras occurring in the quantization of the
plane and of the torus are rather different. As the cylinder in some sense lies in between the plane
and the torus, it will be interesting to study theC* -algebras occurring in its quantization. Further-
more, the noncommutative cylinder provides another example in the scarce list of finite-
dimensional noncommutative geometries.9

Having obtained the deformation quantization of the cylinder, it is interesting to consider its
K-theory. This requires the K-theory ofC* -algebras, which turns out to be the right noncommu-
tative analogue of topological K-theory. In fact, for theC* -algebraC(X) of continuous functions
on a compact Hausdorff spaceX we have that

Kn~C~X!!5Kn~X!.

The main results in topological K-theory, like Bott periodicity and homotopy invariance, lift to the
K-theory of C* -algebras which has the additional powerful feature of stability.10

It is interesting to study the interplay between K-theory and deformation quantization. We say
that K-theory isrigid under a given deformation whenK(A\) is independent of\.11 For example,
both Bott periodicity12 and a far-reaching generalization of it, the Baum–Connes conjecture in
E-theory,13 can be seen as examples of such rigidity.14 For the three examples just mentioned, i.e.,
Euclidean space, the torus, and the cylinder, rigidity of K-theory turns out to hold. However, in
general this is not the case. LetA05C0(T* M ) andA\5B0(L2(M )) for al \.0. Then for general
M , clearly

Kn~A0!5Kn~T* M !ÞKn~A\!5H Z if n50

0 if n51.

The Gel’fand–Naimark theorem assures us that we can obtain all topological notions of a locally
compact Hausdorff space from theC* -algebra of continuous functions on it. However, in order to
describe the full geometry of a spin manifold, we need more data. It turns out that the right
algebraic description of a spin manifold is given by a real spectral triple satisfying Connes’ seven
axioms.

Definition 1:A spectral triple(A,H,D) is given by a unital involutive algebra of operatorsA
on a Hilbert spaceH and a self-adjoint operatorD5D* on H such that

~1! The resolvent (D2l)21 is compact for alll¹sp(D),
~2! The commutators@D,a#ªDa2aD are bounded for anyaPA.

For the formulation of the seven axioms that define aspin geometryon A, we refer to Refs.
15–17. A complete reconstruction of the spin structure on a spin manifoldM from the spin
geometry overC`(M ) can be found in Ref. 18.

Spectral triples provide a powerful tool in describing noncommutative geometries but, at least
in this definition, it relies heavily on two conditions, namely:

~1! 1PA,
~2! D is self-adjoint.

In ~commutative! spin geometry, this is equivalent to the condition thatM is a compact Riemann-
ian spin manifold.18 In physics, however, it is natural to work in a setting where this is not the
case. This is illustrated by simple examples. Consider a Minkowski space–timeM5R4 with an
indefinite metrich5(21,1,1,1). The Dirac operator onM is neither self-adjoint nor elliptic, and
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M is noncompact. Other examples come from string theory. Consider the worldsheet of a string
R3T, embedded in a compactified backgroundR43T6. Both the worldsheet and the background
have a semi-Riemannian metric, so that both conditions are unfulfilled.

Thus, in order to describe such physical models in noncommutative geometry, i.e., using a
spectral triple, we need to adjust its definition. If theC* -algebra is nonunital, it is sufficient to
replace condition 1 in the definition of a spectral triple by

(18) The operatora(D2l)21 is compact for anyaPA; l¹sp(D).
However, in Lorentzian geometry, the Dirac operatorD is not self-adjoint, so that this condition
must be dropped. It turns out that the operatorD is a Krein-self-adjoint operator in a Krein space
H.

Noncompact Lorentzian manifolds are central objects in physics and, therefore, we will dis-
cuss here the adjustifications mentioned in the definition of spectral triples. It will turn out that this
can be done in a natural way, which allows for a definition of isospectral deformation, similar to
what has been done by Connes and Landi.19 Our key example of a noncommutative noncompact
Lorentzian manifold will be the noncommutative cylinder, which is defined by isospectral defor-
mation of the Lorentzian cylinder.

In Sec. II, we discuss deformation quantization of Euclidean space, the torus, and the cylinder.
We obtain the family ofC* -algebras as a family of crossed product algebras and discuss their
K-theory. We provide new evidence for the idea that K-theory is rigid under deformation quanti-
zation by describing the K-theory of the noncommutative cylinder.

In Sec. III, still working in the Euclidean setting, we consider Connes’ trace theorem for
noncompact manifolds. We construct spectral triples for algebras without a unit and discuss
Connes’ character formula in the case of the cylinder. It turns out that it is possible to generalize
this theorem to noncompact manifolds. Then we obtain the noncommutative cylinder as a spectral
triple, via isospectral deformation of the canonical triple of the cylinder, similar to what is done by
Connes and Landi.19 We attempt to construct a spin geometry over the noncommutative cylinder,
where Connes’ seven axioms are adapted to nonunital algebras as in Ref. 20.

We adjust the definition of the spectral triple to semi-Riemannian spin geometry21 in Sec. IV,
in particular to Lorentzian spin geometry. This involves Krein spaces, and we give a short intro-
duction to the theory of these spaces and operators acting in them. Since the Dirac operator is not
self-adjoint, we work with the associated operatorDJ , which is self-adjoint. It plays a central role
in the formulation of the integral in terms of a Dixmier trace.

Finally, we consider the noncommutative Lorentzian cylinder, obtained by isospectral defor-
mation of the semi-Riemannian spectral triple that describes the Lorentzian cylinder. The set of
admissible fundamental symmetries for the noncommutative cylinder is shown to be exactly the
set of fundamental symmetries coming from spacelike reflections in spinor space.

II. DEFORMATION QUANTIZATION AND K-THEORY

A. Old examples

We start with a brief recapitulation of the definition of strict deformation quantization. Sub-
sequently, we review the strict deformation quantization of Euclidean space and of the torus, both
due to Rieffel.1,2,4,22

Definition 2:Let M be a Poisson manifold with bracket$ , % and letA be a dense*-subalgebra
of C0(M ). A strict deformation quantizationof M in the direction of$ ,%, consists of an open
interval I #R with 0 as an accumulation point, together with, for each\PI , an associative product
* \ , an involution* \, and aC* -norm i i\ ~for * \ and* \) on A, which for \50 are the original
pointwise product, complex conjugation involution, and supremum norm, such that

~1! The family $A\%\PI forms a continuous field ofC* -algebras overI . HereA\ denotes the
C* -completion ofA with respect toi i\ .

~2! For everyf ,gPA,

lim
\→0

i~ f * \g2g* \ f !/ i\2$ f ,g%i\50 ~Dirac’s condition!.
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1. Weyl quantization

We consider even-dimensional Euclidean spaceR2n. Let S(R2n) denote the commutative
algebra of Schwartz functions onR2n under pointwise multiplication. This pointwise product is
deformed to the Moyal star product, which reads, in Fourier space, for any\PR,

~f* \c!~p,q!5E
R2n

dnp8dnq8f~p8,q8!c~p2p8,q2q8!e2 i\(q8•p2p8•q). ~1!

The involution we use onS(R2n) is defined byf* (p,q)5f(2p,2q), which is independent of
\. We let p\ denote the left regular representation ofS(R2n) on L2(R2n) via * \ , i.e., for f
PS(R2n) andCPL2(R2n),

p\~f!Cªf* \C.

We define a normi i\ on S(R2n) as the operator norm for this representation. The completion of
S(R2n) with respect to this norm is aC* -algebra, denoted byR\

2n . By rewriting formula~1! in
terms of partial Fourier transforms, one can show the following.3

Proposition 3: The C* -algebraR\
2n is isomorphic to the crossed product algebra

C0~Rn!’\R
n,

where Rn acts onRn by translation, x°x1\y (x,yPRn), so that it acts on C0(Rn) by the
pullback of this action.

Theorem 4: For \Þ0, the C* -algebraR\
2n is isomorphic toB0(L2(Rn)), the C* -algebra of

compact operators on L2(Rn).
For a proof of this, we refer to Refs. 3 and 22.
It is now immediate that theC* -algebrasR\

2n (\Þ0) are simple, and are all isomorphic to
each other. Furthermore, we can conclude that Euclidean spaceR2n has rigid K-theory under
quantization, i.e., for all\ one has

K0~R2n!>K0~R\
2n!>Z,

K1~R2n!>K1~R\
2n!>0.

2. Noncommutative tori

Let Td be thed-dimensional torus, and letu be a real skew-symmetricd3d matrix. Instead of
deforming the pointwise product in the space of smooth functions onTd, we deform the product
in its Fourier spaceS(Zd). For \PR, the star product reads

~f* \c!~n!5 (
mPZd

f~m!c~n2m!e2p i\u(m,n). ~2!

Hereu is the skew bilinear form defined byu(m,n)ª( j ,ku jkmjnk .
We setf* (n)ªf(2n), which is independent of\. We let S(Zd) act on L2(Zd) by left

multiplication via* \ . The completion ofS(Zd) with respect to the operator normi i\ , equipped
with this star product is thenoncommutative torus, denoted byT\u

d . For fixedu, the family$T\u
d %

provides a strict deformation quantization ofTd.1 Whend52, the skew-symmetric matrixu is just
determined by a real number, denoted byu as well. It turns out that the noncommutative torusTu

2

is isomorphic to the crossed product algebraC(T)’aZ, wherea( f )(t)ª f (t1u). Furthermore, it
is simple if and only ifu is irrational. If uÞu8, both irrational with 0,u,u8, 1

2, thenTu
2>” Tu8

2 .16

It came as a surprise that the K-groups ofTu
d do not depend onu.

Proposition 5: The torusTd has rigid K-theory under quantization, i.e., for all\ one has
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K0~Td!>K0~T\u
d !>Z2d21

,

K1~Td!>K1~T\u
d !>Z2d21

.

B. Deformation quantization of cylinders

We consider the cylinder in a generalized form. The (n,d)-dimensional cylinder C(n,d) is
defined as

C(n,d)
ªRn3Td. ~3!

In the casen5d51 we obtainC2
ªR3S1, which is of course the familiar two-dimensional

cylinder.
Let L be a Poisson structure onRn3Td. For j 51,...,n1d, let ]xj

denote the vector field on
Rn3Td corresponding to differentiation in thej th direction. We can write the Poisson structure as

L52p21(
i , j

u i j ]xi
∧]xj

. ~4!

The factorp21 has been included for later convenience. Hereu i j is a real skew-symmetric matrix.
For later use, we define a skew bilinear formu on Rn3Zd,

u~ l ,k!5(
i , j

u i j l ikj ~ l ,kPRn3Zd!. ~5!

Let l denote the Lebesgue measure onRn3Td. The Fourier transformf̂ of a Schwartz function
f PS(Rn3Td) is given by

f̂ ~k!5E
Rn3Td

dl~x!e22p ik•xf ~x!. ~6!

For i 51,...,n we havekiPR, for i 5n11,...,n1d we havekiPZ. In fact, the Fourier transform
mapsS(Rn3Td) isomorphically toS(Rn3Zd).

To integrate overRn and sum overZd in the productRn3Zd, we introduce the measurem on
Rn3Zd, defined as the product of Lebesgue measure onRn and the counting measure onZd.

For functions in Fourier space, the Poisson bracket is given by

$f,c%~k!54pE
Rn3Zd

dm~ l !(
i , j

u i j l if~ l !~kj2 l j !c~k2 l !

54pE
Rn3Zd

dm~ l !f~ l !c~k2 l !u~ l ,k!, ~7!

wherek,l PRn3Zd andu is the bilinear form defined in Eq.~5!.
We define a bicharacters\ on Rn3Zd by

s\~ l ,k!5e2p i\u( l ,k), ~8!

where\PR, and introduce a star product* \ on S(Rn3Zd) by

~f* \c!~k!5E
Rn3Zd

dm~ l !f~ l !c~k2 l !s\~ l ,k!. ~9!
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We define an involution onS(Rn3Zd) by f* (k)ªf(2k), independent of\. We represent
S(Rn3Zd) on L2(Rn3Zd) by star product multiplication, and define thenoncommutative cylinder
as the completion ofS(Rn3Zd) in the operator normi i\ , equipped with product* \ . This
C* -algebra is denoted byC\u

(n,d) .
We could equally well define the noncommutative cylinder as the~completion of! the algebra

S(Rn3Td) with product, involution, and norm obtained by pulling back the product* \ ,
involution* and normi i\ through the inverse Fourier transform. Even though this makes the
differences with the ordinary cylinder more clear, we will continue in Fourier space to avoid
expressions involving many derivatives.

Theorem 6: For fixed u, the family $C\u
(n,d)% provides a strict deformation quantization of

Rn3Td in the direction of$ , %.
Proof: We verify Dirac’s condition

i~f* \c2c* \f!/ i\2$f,c%i\→0 as\→0, ~10!

wheref,cPS(Rn3Zd). We define

D\ª~f* \c2c* \f!/ i\2$f,c%.

With formulas~7! and ~9!, this reads

D\~k!5E
Rn3Zd

dm~ l !f~ l !c~k2 l !~~s\~ l ,k!2s\~k,l !!/ i\24pu~ l ,k!!.

Similar to Rieffel in Ref. 1, we can estimate the expression inside~ ! so that

uD\~k!u<\ME
Rn3Zd

dm~ l !uf~ l !uuc~k2 l !uu l u2uk2 l u2,

for some constantM . This last expression is just~proportional to! the convolution product of two
functionsf̃ and c̃ where

f̃~k!ªuku2uf~k!u, c̃~k!ªuku2uc~k!u.

As theL1-norm dominates the normi i\ , we have

iD\i\<\M if̃* c̃i1 .

It follows that iD\i\→0 as\→0.
Continuity of the field$C\u

(n,d)% follows from Corollary 5.6 in Ref. 23~or Lemma 1 in Ref. 2!,
in combination with Proposition 7 below. h

C. Properties of noncommutative cylinders

When one observes the major differences betweenR\
2n andT\u

d , one is led to the questions
whether the noncommutative cylinders are simple and whether they are all isomorphic. For this,
we connect with the theory of crossed product algebras. At the end, we discuss the K-theory of
noncommutative cylinders.

We take the noncommutative cylinder forn5d, and denote it byC\
2d . We let l 5(x,n) and

k5(y,m), wherex,yPRd and n,mPZd, and choose the following skew bilinear form onRd

3Zd,

u~ l ,k!5
1

2p (
i 51

d

yini2mixi . ~11!
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We want to rewrite the star product~9! in terms of partial Fourier transforms, defined by

f́~x,t !ª (
nPZd

f~x,n!ein•t ~ tPTd!, ~12!

which is a function onRd3Td. The star product onS(Rd3Td) then reads

~f́* \ć !~x,t !5E
Rd

dyf́~y,t1\~y2x!!ć~x2y,t1\y!, ~13!

as can be easily verified. We introduce an actionb of Rd on Td defined bybx(t)5t1\x, and
write

~f́* \ć !~x,t !5E
Rd

dyf́~y,by2x~ t !!ć~x2y,by~ t !!. ~14!

This formulation of the star product in terms of an actionb of Rd on Td goes back to Rieffel. As
in the examples in his paper,22 we relate this to crossed product algebras. For more details on the
theory of these algebras, we refer to Pedersen.24 Let C(Td)’\R

d denote the crossed product
algebra for the\-dependent actionb2x . Then S(Rd,C`(Td)) is a dense*-subalgebra of this
crossed product algebra. Define a mapQ:S(Rd3Td)→S(Rd,C`(Td)) by

Q~f́ !~x,t !ªf́~x,bx~ t !!. ~15!

Note thatS(Rd3Td) is a dense*-subalgebra ofC\
2d . Clearly,Q is an isomorphism, in that

Q~f́* \ć !~x,t !5~f́* \ć !~x,bx~ t !!

5E
Rd

dy Q~f́ !~y,t !Q~ ć !~x2y,b2y~ t !!5Q~f́ !* Q~ ć !. ~16!

Extension of the mapQ to C\
2d yields the following.

Proposition 7: The noncommutative cylinder C\
2d (\Þ0) is isomorphic to the crossed product

C(Td)’\R
d.

This allows us to use known results on crossed product algebras.
Theorem 8: The C* -algebra C\

2d is isomorphic toB0(L2(Td)) ^ C* (Zd).
Proof: We note thatC(Td)’\R

d>C(Td)’\8R
d for \,\8Þ0. In particular,

C~Td!’\R
d>C~Td!’Rd

for \Þ0. Corollary 2.8 of Green25 completes the proof. h

With the isomorphismC* (Zd)>C(Td), we have the following.
Corollary 9: The noncommutative cylinders C\

2d (\Þ0) are nonsimple C* -algebras.
It is well known that anyC* -algebraA is Morita equivalent to its stabilization

ASªB0~H! ^ A

for some Hilbert spaceH. In particular,B0(L2(Td)) ^ C(Td) is Morita equivalent toC(Td). Since
Morita-equivalentC* -algebras have isomorphic K-groups, we have the following.

Corollary 10: For the noncommutative cylinder C\
2d one has for all\Þ0,

K0~C\
2d!>K1~C\

2d!>Z2d21
.

In order to compare this with the K-groups of the original cylinderRd3Td we need the
following Lemma.
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Lemma 11: For the cylinderRd3Td the K-groups are

K0~Rd3Td!>K1~Rd3Td!>Z2d21
.

Proof: For the K-groups ofTd we note that

K0~C~T,A!!>K1~C~T,A!!>K0~A! % K1~A!

for any C* -algebraA ~cf. Exercise 10.1 in Ref. 10!. Since

C0~Rd3Td!>C~T,C0~Rd3Td21!!,

this yields by induction

K0~C0~Rd3Td!!>K1~C0~Rd3Td!!>Z2d21
.

Here, one usesK0(C0(Rd)) % K1(C0(Rd))>Z. An alternative proof can be constructed using Bott
periodicity.

Proposition 12: The cylinderRd3Td has rigid K-theory under quantization, i.e., for all\ one
has

K0~Rd3Td!>K0~C\
2d!>Z2d21

,

K1~Rd3Td!>K1~C\
2d!>Z2d21

.

Note that these groups are the same as the K-groups of the noncommutative torusT\u
d .

III. NONCOMMUTATIVE MANIFOLDS AND ISOSPECTRAL DEFORMATION

The description of a manifold in terms of spectral data is provided by the theory ofK-cycles
~also called spectral triples! developed by Connes. This generalization has been very successful in
describing noncommutative manifolds, as shown by examples like the noncommutative torus13

and the noncommutative 4-sphereSu
4.19 It also admits generalizations to noncompact manifolds,

or, in other words, to nonunital algebras.

A. Connes’ trace theorem

An important result here is that Connes’ trace theorem generalizes to noncompact manifolds.16

Connes’ trace theorem13,26relates the Wodzicki residue of an elliptic pseudodifferential operator to
the Dixmier trace of this operator. It allows one to compute the integral of any function on a
compact Riemannian manifold in terms of an operatorial formula. See for example Ref. 16 for a
complete treatment and proof of the theorem.

Proposition 13: Let f be an integrable function on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M,
then

E
M

f ~x!Augudx5
n~2p!n

Vn
Trv~ f D2n/2!,

whereD is the Laplacian on M.
The fact that a manifoldM is not compact translates into the fact that theC* -algebraC0(M )

is not unital. So, in order to describe a Riemannian manifold which is only locally compact by a
spectral triple, we need a generalization of the definition as given in Ref. 13.

Definition 14:A spectral triple (A,H,D) is given by an involutive algebra of operatorsA in
a Hilbert spaceH and a self-adjoint operatorD5D* in H such that

~1! a(D2l)21 is compact for anyaPA; l¹sp(D),
~2! The commutators@D,a#ªDa2aD are bounded for anyaPA.
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The triple is said to beevenif there is aZ2 grading ofH, namely, an operatorx on H with x*
56x andx251, such that

xD1Dx50,

xa2ax50 for all aPA. ~17!

If such a grading does not exist, the triple is said to beodd, and we setx51.
This was already pointed out by Connes in 1995~Ref. 27!. If A is unital this yields the

familiar definition, because then condition~1! implies that 1A(D2l)21 is compact.
As a special case, we have the Dirac geometry (C0

`(M ), L2(M ,S), D” ) whereM is a spin
manifold andD” the Dirac operator for a spin bundleS→M . Here,C0

`(M ) denotes the algebra of
smooth continuous functions onM ‘‘vanishing at infinity.’’ For generalM this means forf
PC0(M ) that for all e.0, there exists a compact submanifoldK of M such thatf (x),e for all
xPM /K. Note that the principal symbols~D! of the Laplacian, coincides withs(D” 2).

Definition 15: A spectral triple (A,H,D) is said to bep1-summable(p.0), if auDu2p

PL (1,̀ ) for any aPA for some dense subalgebraA,A.
For ap1-summable spectral triple (A,H,D), thenoncommutative integralof aPA is defined

by

J aª
n~2p!n

2[n/2]Vn
TrvauDu2n. ~18!

If A5C0
`(M ), the *-subalgebraA consists of integrable functions with respect to the measure

associated to the Riemannian metric on M.

B. Connes’ character formula for the cylinder

Another result in noncommutative geometry is Connes’ character formula. It provides a link
between Hochschild and cyclic cohomology in that it gives a representation of the Hochschild
class of the Chern character, i.e., a cyclic cocycle. It turns out that the Hochschild cocycle is much
easier to handle than the Chern character. Here, we prove the character formula for the cylinder.
As we saw in the previous section, the geometry of the (n,d)-dimensional cylinder can be de-
scribed by the triple

AªCc
`~Rn3Td!,

HªL2~Rn3Td! ^ C2[(n1d)/2]
,

DªD” .

For convenience we have restrictedA to functions with compact support, so that all functions in
A are integrable.

The Dirac operator on the cylinder is defined byD” ªga]a where the gamma-matrices satisfy
$ga,gb%52dab. Using the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators we defineF5sign(D” ),
where sign(x)511(21) for x>0 (x,0). The couple (H,F), together with a representations
of A in H, defines a Fredholm module overA. In the casen1d is even, there is grading operator
on H defined byxª in1dg1

¯gn1d, which makes (H,F) an even Fredholm module. Before we
continue, we state some theory on universal differential graded algebras for nonunital algebras,
which will be needed later.

1. Universal forms on nonunital algebras

The way to describe the graded differential algebra for nonunital algebras is very similar to the
way K-theory is defined for nonunital algebras. Both rely on the notion of unitization. For the
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theory of universal graded differential algebras for algebras with unit, we refer to Refs. 16, 28, and
29. A comprehensive introduction is found in Chap. 4 of Ref. 30. The approach we take here is
based on Refs. 29 and 31.

Let A be an algebra. Its unitizationÃ is defined byÃªA% C. The quotient map isp:Ã
→C with A5ker(p). Since 1PÃ, we can construct the graded universal differential algebraVÃ
following standard literature. The relation between the differential algebras is similar to K-theory,
i.e., VÃ5C% VA. Let d be the corresponding derivation. By Proposition 3.2 of Ref. 29 we can
extendp uniquely to a mapp* :VÃ→VC by

p* ~ ã0dã1¯dãn!5pã0d~pã1!¯d~pãn!. ~19!

Immediately, this yieldsp* (VnÃ)5$0% for n.0. Forn50, we havep* (a1l1)5l. Of course,
VC5C.

Similar to what is done in the definition of K-theory for nonunital algebras, we define the
graded universal differential algebraVA of the nonunital algebraA as a kernel

VAªker~p* :VÃ→VC!. ~20!

From the above observations it is clear thatVnA5VnÃ for n.0. For n50, we haveV0Ã5C
% V0A, which yieldsV0A5A.

2. The Chern character

Given a Fredholm module (H,F,s) over A, we will construct a representation ofVA, for
A5Cc

`(Rn3Td). This will use the fact that the map

d:a° i@F,s~a!#

is a derivation onA, which commutes with the convolution. We can uniquely extends to a
representation of the unitizationÃ. The couple (H,F) is a Fredholm module overÃ, since
obviously@F,ã#5@F,a# where we have suppressed the representationss ands̃. We extends̃ to
the universal differential algebraVA by

s̃: VkA→B~H!,

ã0dã1¯dãk°ã0ik@F,ã1#¯@F,ãk#5ã0da1¯dak .

From Ref. 16 we take the following lemma, generalized to the nonunital case.
Lemma 16: Let D” be the (Euclidean) Dirac operator on the cylinderRn3Td and F

5sign(D” ). Then@F,s(a)#PL q(H), where q5n1d11.
Besides the Schatten idealsL p(H), we define the conditional trace classL C

1 (H) by

L C
1 ~H!ª$aPB~H!:a1FaFPL 1~H!%. ~21!

For elements inL C
1 (H), we define the conditional trace by

TrC~a!ª 1
2Tr~a1FaF!. ~22!

Definition 17: The Chern character of the Fredholm module (H,F) is the cyclic (n1d)
cocycle

tF
(n1d)~ ã0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!5TrC~ ã0da1¯dan1d! ~aiPA!

~with xã0 instead ofã0 if n1d is even!.
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Note that since dai5 i@F,ai #PL q(H), the above expression is indeed inL C
1 (H), using Höld-

ers inequality. The following lemma brings us back fromÃ to A.
Lemma 18:

tF
(n1d)~ ã0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!5tF

(n1d)~a0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!.

Proof: This follows immediately by writing outa1FaF for a5ã0da1¯dan1d .

h

Thus, although the Chern character is defined as a cyclic (n1d)-cocycle onÃ, it is essen-
tially a cyclic (n1d)-cocycle onA.

Theorem 19: For all a0 ,a1 ,...,an1dPCc
`(Rn3Td), one has

tF
(n1d)~a0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!5cn1dE

Rn3Td
a0ddRa1∧¯∧ddRan1d ,

for some constant cn1d and whereddR is the de Rham differential.
The proof of this theorem is really analogous to the case ofRn, which was proved by Langmann
in Ref. 32.

3. Connes’ character formula

It was already mentioned in Ref. 16 that Connes’ character formula holds for noncompact
manifolds. Specifically, we can construct a Hochschild (n1d)-cocycle, which agrees with the
Chern charactertF

(n1d) on Hochschild (n1d)-cycles to obtain Connes’ character formula for the
cylinder. In this simple case, this follows directly from Proposition 13 and Theorem 19, if we
define a Hochschild (n1d)-cocycle by

cD
v~ ã0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!ªTrv~ ã0@D” ,a1#¯@D” ,an1d#uD” u2n2d!

~with xã0 instead ofã0 in the even case!. This expression makes sense by the summability
properties of the spectral triple. Similar to the Chern character, we can replaceã0 by a0 .

Theorem 20: For all a0 ,a1 ,...,an1dPCc
`(Rn3Td), we have

cD
v~a0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!5tF

(n1d)~a0 ,a1 ,...,an1d!.

C. Isospectral deformation of the cylinder

In Secs. II B and II C, we constructed the noncommutative cylinder as the family of
C* -algebrasC\u

(n,d) , \P(0,1#. Here C\u
(n,d) was defined as the completion ofS(Rn3Td) with

respect to the normi i\ , equipped with product* \ . Note that we here choose the more natural
Fourier transform instead ofS(Rn3Zd). We now want to describe the geometry of the noncom-
mutative cylinder using the theory of spectral triples developed in the previous sections. The
approach we take involves isospectral deformation~see the following! of the ~Euclidean! Dirac
geometry of the cylinderRn3Td.

Deformation quantization provides a natural technique to obtain a noncommutative analogue
of a function algebra. Starting from the Dirac geometry (C`(M ),H,D) of a compact spin mani-
fold M , the simplest noncommutative manifold is the triple (A\ ,H,D), whereA\ is obtained
from C`(M ) along the lines of deformation quantization. This recipe for noncommutative mani-
folds is called isospectral deformation, sinceH andD are unchanged. The only thing that changes
is the algebra and the way it acts on the Hilbert space.

The Dirac geometry of the cylinder is given by (C0
`(Rn3Td), H, D” ), where H5L2(Rn

3Td) ^ C2[(n1d)/2]
. However, in order to represent the deformed algebra on the same Hilbert space,
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we have to restrict toS(Rn3Td),C0
`(Rn3Td). Let C \u

(n,d) denote the algebraS(Rn3Td)
equipped with product* \ . Note the difference with the noncommutative cylinderC\u

(n,d) as a
C* -algebra which is the completion ofC \u

(n,d) .
We want to construct a spin geometry on the noncommutative cylinder. Recall that a noncom-

mutative spin geometry is a real spectral triple fulfilling Connes’ seven axioms.15 It was shown in
Refs. 16 and 33, that when the algebraA5C`(M ) on a compact spin manifoldM , the spin
structure, metric, and Dirac operator can be recovered from these seven axioms. However, in our
case, we need a modification of these conditions. Clearly, bothS(Rn3Td) andC \u

(n,d) are nonuni-
tal. Hence, the conditions for a spin geometry on the noncommutative cylinder have to be modi-
fied. Such a definition of a noncommutative noncompact spin geometry has been proposed in Ref.
20.

Let us start by completing the set of ingredients for a spin geometry on the noncommutative
cylinder. The basic element is the spectral triple (C \u

(n,d) ,H,D” ). A lengthy computation shows that
p\( f )(D” 2l)21 is compact. Both the grading operatorx and the charge conjugation operatorC
are inherited from the commutative case.

Regularity, finiteness, and reality follow directly from the commutative case, since we are
considering an isospectral deformation. However, the classical dimension cannot be obtained
directly from the spectrum ofD” , since the latter is continuous. Following Ref. 20, it can be
extracted from the leading term of the distributional kernel ofuD” u,33 so that it follows from the
commutative case, i.e., the classical dimension isn1d. The first order axiom is fulfilled since
@D” , f #PS(Rn3Td) if f PS(Rn3Td) and

Cp\~ f * !C21c5c* \ f 5p\
+ ~ f !c.

For the orientation, we need a Hochschild (n1d)-cycle c that satisfiespD” (c)5x. However,
C \

2d is Morita equivalent toC`(Td) ~see the Appendix! so that with Loday34

HH~C \
2d!5HH~C`~Td!!5HdR~Td!. ~23!

Hence, in the casen5d, pD” (c)50 for any 2d-cycle.
Poincare´ duality is satisfied in the casen5d and the special form ofu described before. Since

we are considering an isospectral deformation ofRd3Td, Poincare´ duality follows from the
commutative case. Indeed, we have

K •~C \
2d!>K •~Rd3Td!

as proved before. Since the pairing in Poincare´ duality involves only the K-groups of the algebra
and the Dirac operatorD” , the claim follows.

The real spectral triple (C \
2d , H, D” ,C,x) satisfies almost all conditions for a spin geometry

on C \
2d . Only the orientation class does not exist for the dimension prescribed by the Dirac

operator. This illustrates again20 the need for an adjustment of the orientation axiom.

IV. NONCOMMUTATIVE LORENTZIAN MANIFOLDS AND ISOSPECTRAL DEFORMATION

We saw in the previous sections that spectral triples provide a powerful noncommutative
description of Riemannian geometry, which allows for generalizations to noncompact manifolds.
However, in physics it is more natural to consider Lorentzian manifolds, and more generally
semi-Riemannian manifolds. In fact, this is closely related to noncompactness, as illustrated by our
key example: the cylinder. In string theory, one thinks of the cylinderR3T as the worldsheet of
a string, where the noncompact direction represents the time-axis. In order to give meaning to
notions such as time, a causal structure is needed and, therefore, an indefinite metric.
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Following Strohmaier,21 we start by setting up a general theory of Lorentzian manifolds in
terms of spectral triples. Then we return to the~Lorentzian! cylinder and study its isospectral
deformation. For an introduction to semi-Riemannian and Lorentzian geometry, we refer to Refs.
35 and 36.

The description of a Lorentzian manifold in terms of spectral data requires a more general
approach than that of Riemannian manifolds. This is enforced by the fact that the Lorentzian Dirac
operator is no longer a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space of square integrable sections of
the spin bundle. Rather it is Krein-self-adjoint on the Krein space of square integrable sections.
Furthermore, the signature of the Lorentzian metric implies nonellipticity of the Dirac operator as
a pseudodifferential operator acting on smooth sections. Before we go into details on this, we
summarize some definitions concerning Krein spaces. For a more comprehensive overview we
refer to Ref. 37 or to the lecture notes by Dritschel and Rovnyak, Ref. 38.

Let V be a nondegenerate indefinite inner product space. It is calleddecomposableif there are
subspacesV2, V1 with V5V2

% V1 such that the inner product (•,•) is negative definite onV2

and positive definite onV1. The inner product then defines a norm on these subspaces. IfV2 and
V1 are complete in these norms, thenV is called aKrein space. To every decompositionV
5V2

% V1, we can associate an operatorJ52 id% id, called afundamental symmetry. This op-
erator defines a positive definite inner product onV by ^•,•&Jª(•,J•) which makesV a Hilbert
space.

Example 21:Consider flat Minkowski space,V5Rn, with inner product defined by (x,y)5
2x0y01x1y11¯1xn21yn21 . We haveV5R% Rn21 and J5diag(21,1,...,1). Clearly,^x,y&J

5( ixiyi is positive definite.

A. Lorentzian spin geometry

Our starting point will be ann-dimensional spin manifoldM , equipped with a Lorentzian
metricg, i.e., a metric with signature (n21,1). Spinors on this space–time are smooth sections of
the spin bundleS→M . In the following, we denote bygm the curved gamma-matrices, whereas
ga are the flat ones.39 The flat gamma matrixg0 plays a special role in that it defines an operator
Jª ig0 satisfyingJ251. In fact, this operator is a fundamental symmetry of the spaceL2(M ,S) of
square integrable sections of the spin bundle. The spaceL2(M ,S) is a Krein space endowed with
the indefinite inner product

~c,f!ªE
M
(
i , j

c i* ~x!Ji j f j~x!Augudx.

1. Operators in Krein spaces

In what follows we will make a clear distinction between self-adjoint operators and Krein-
self-adjoint operators inH.

The Krein adjointA[ * ] of a densely defined operatorA on a Krein spaceH is defined with
respect to the indefinite inner product (•,•) on H. One shows thatA[ * ]5JA* J and thatA is
Krein-self-adjoint if and only ifAJ ~or JA) is self-adjoint. See Ref. 21 for more details. According
to Proposition 4.1 therein, we can formally write the square of a Krein-self-adjoint operatorA as

~A!Jª
1
2 ~AA* 1A* A!. ~24!

TheJ-dependency of this operator appears in the conjugation* . It follows that the operator (A)J is
self-adjoint and commutes withJ. Hence, it is Krein-self-adjoint by the above remarks.

2. Spacelike reflections and fundamental symmetries

Spacelike reflections make it possible to introduce a positive definite metric on a Lorentzian
manifold ~or, more generally, on a semi-Riemannian manifold!. We give some of the basic notions
and refer to Ref. 21 for a more detailed description.
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Definition 22: Let (M ,g) be a semi-Riemannian manifold. Aspacelike reflection ris an
automorphism of the vector bundleTM, such that

~1! g(r .,r .)5g(.,.),
~2! r 25 id,
~3! gr(.,.)ªg(.,r .) is a positive definite metric onTM.

This map induces a splitting ofTM in a direct sumF1% F2 , such that

r ~x,k1% k2!5~x,2k1% k2!.

The metricgr is called theRiemannian metric associated to r.
If M is a semi-Riemannian spin manifold, we can associate an operatorJr to a spacelike

reflection r . Let e0 ,e1 , . . . ,ek be a local oriented orthonormal frame forF1 . We defineJr

ª ik(k11)g(e0)g(e1)¯g(ek21). In the case of a Lorentzian manifold, we haveJr5 ig0, which is
a fundamental symmetry of the Krein spaceL2(M ,S) as noted before.

3. The Dirac operator

We define the Dirac operator for a spin bundleS→M in local coordinates by

D” ªgm¹m
S5gaea

m¹m
S ~25!

acting on smooth sectionsG`(S). Here,¹S is the lift of the Levi-Civita connection to the spin
bundle. Its principal symbols(D” ) satisfies the relation

s~D” !~j!25g~j,j!. ~26!

This shows that the Dirac operator on a Lorentzian manifold is a nonelliptic pseudodifferential
operator that is not self-adjoint. However, from the fact thatiJ D” is self-adjoint, it follows that
D5 iD” is Krein-self-adjoint.

As ellipticity was an important property of the Dirac operator on a Riemannian manifold, we
define an elliptic self-adjoint operatorDJ using results of Sec. IV A 2:

DJª~~D !J11!1/2. ~27!

Ellipticity of this operator follows from considering its principal symbol:

s~DJ!~j!5Agr~j,j!, ~28!

where gr is the Riemannian metric associated tog. Furthermore,DJ is a pseudodifferential
operator of order 1. This motivates the following definition.

Definition 23: An n1-summable semi-Riemannian spectral triple(A,H,D) is given by an
involutive algebra of operatorsA in a Krein spaceH, such thata* 5a[ * ] , and by a Krein-self-
adjoint operatorD5D [ * ] in H such that

~1! The commutators@D,a#ªDa2aD are bounded for anyaPA,
~2! The operatoraDJ

2n is in L (1,̀ ), for all aPA.

Similar to Definition 14, the triple is called even if there is a grading operatorx on H that satisfies
the relations stated there with the only adjustification that nowx [ * ]56x.

Of course, the triple (C0
`(M ),L2(M ,S),D), whereD5 iD” , is a semi-Riemannian spectral

triple, called thecanonical tripleassociated to the Lorentzian spin manifoldM . If the dimension
n of M is even, there is aZ2-grading on the Hilbert space given byx5 in/2g0

¯gn21 so that the
canonical triple is even. If the dimension ofM is odd, the canonical triple is odd. Since the
self-adjoint operatorDJ associated toD is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order 1 as
noted before, we have the following. Compare with Proposition 13.
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Proposition 24: Let f be an integrable function on an n-dimensional Lorentzian manifold M,
then

E
M

f ~x!Augudx5
n~2p!n

2[n/2]Vn
Trv~ f DJ

2n!.

For the canonical triple, the fundamental symmetries of the formJr for some spacelike
reflectionr play an important role. The analogue of such fundamental symmetries in the general
case is given by the admissible fundamental symmetries as were defined in Ref. 21. Therein, it is
proved that the admissible fundamental symmetries of the canonical triple are indeed exactly those
of the formJr .

B. Hochschild cocylces

We associate a Hochschildn-cocycle to the canonical triple (C0
`(M ), L2(M ,S), D) as fol-

lows:

cD
v~a0,a1,...,an!5Trv~a0@D,a1#•••@D,an#uDJu2n!. ~29!

Another cocycle can be constructed using the following result.
Theorem 25:Let (C0

`(M ), L2(M ,S), D) be the semi-Riemannian canonical triple as defined
before. Then(C0

`(M ), L2(M ,S), DJ) is an n1-summable spectral triple.
Proof.The only nontrival condition to prove is the boundedness of@DJ, f # for any f [C0

`(M ).
SinceDJ is a pseudodifferential operator of order 1,@DJ, f # is of order 0, hence it is bounded.

h

We define the following Hochschildn-cocyle onC0
`(M ):

cDJ

v ~a0,a1,...,an!5Trv~a0@DJ,a1#•••@DJ,an#uDJu2n!. ~30!

Obviously the two Hochschild cocycles do not coincide. We illustrate this by the following
example.

Example 26:Let M be a compact two-dimensional manifold, equipped with a Minkowski
metric. We evaluate the two 2-cocycles using symbol calculus:

Trv~ f @DJ ,g#@DJ ,h#uDJu2n!5CE
M

f dg∧* ~dh!

in contrast to

Trv~ f @D,g#@D,h#uDJu2n!5C8E
M

f dg∧dh

for some integration constantsC,C8. Note the apperance of a Polyakov type function forcD
v in

this special case.

C. Isospectral deformation of the Lorentzian cylinder

With the theory of semi-Riemannian spectral triples developed in the previous sections in our
hands, we are now in a position to describe the geometry of the cylinder equipped with a semi-
Riemannian metric. In this section, we will discuss the semi-Riemannian spectral triple that de-
scribes the cylinder equipped with a Minkowski metric. Then we discuss isospectral deformation
in this case, similar to what has been done before in the Euclidean setting. Finally, we show that
the set of admissible fundamental symmetries of the noncommutative cylinder coincides with the
set of fundamental symmetries coming from spacelike reflections in spinor space.

The cylinder can be described by the following semi-Riemannian spectral triple:
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AªC0
`~Rn3Td!,

HªL2~Rn3Td! ^ C2[(n1d)/2]
,

Dª iD” .

HereD” 5ga]a , where the gamma-matrices satisfy$ga,gb%52hab for the flat~Minkowski! metric
h5(21,1,...,1).

In order to obtain a noncommutative manifold, we perform isospectral deformation of the
Lorentzian cylinder, along the same lines as we did before for the Euclidean cylinder. We restrict
to S(Rn3Td) in order to represent the deformed algebraC \u

(n,d) on the Hilbert spaceH.
Theorem 27: The triple (C \u

(n,d) , H, D) is a semi-Riemannian spectral triple, which is an
isospectral deformation of(S(Rn3Td), H, D).

One could very well imitate the construction of the Riemannian spin geometry onC \
2d to

obtain a Lorentzian spin geometry on the noncommutative cylinder. However, it turns out that in
order to obtain for example the Lorentzian distance function from a canonical triple, one needs a
different approach.40

An admissible fundamental symmetryJ for the triple (S(Rn3Td), H, D) is also admissible
for the noncommutative cylinder. Indeed,C \u

(n,d) is invariant under conjugation withJ. Invariance
of p(VC \u

(n,d)) follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 28: For the semi-Riemannian spectral triple(C \u

(n,d) , H, D) we have

p~VpC \u
(n,d)!5H(

j
ajg~v1

j !¯g~vp
j !: ajPC \u

(n,d) ,v i
jPC2[(n1d)/2]J .

Proof: Recall the theory of universal forms on nonunital algebras described before. Since
@D,a#5 ig(da) still holds, we have foraiPC \u

(n,d) ,

p~ ã0da1¯dap!5p~ ã0!p~]m1
a1!¯p~]mp

ap!g~dx1
m!¯g~dxp

m!,

which is of the required form. Forp50 we havep(V0C \u
(n,d))5C \u

(n,d) . h

In Sec. IV A, we saw that the set of admissible fundamental symmetries of the semi-
Riemannian canonical triple coincides with the set of fundamental symmetries coming from space-
like reflections inC2[(n1d)/2]

. Strohmaier21 showed that this statement also holds for noncommuta-
tive tori with trivial center. For the noncommutative cylinder, we restrict to the class described in
Sec. II C, wheren5d. There, we proved the following isomorphism ofC* -algebras:

C\
2d>B0~L2~Td!! ^ C~Td!. ~31!

The appearance of the set of compact operators in the tensor product plays a central role in the
following result. It turns out to hold in a slightly more general setting, i.e., in the case of a
semi-Riemannian Dirac operator.

Theorem 29: The set of admissible fundamental symmetries of the noncommutative semi-
Riemannian cylinder(C \

2d , H, D) coincides with the set

$Jr :r is a spacelike reflection ofC2d
%.

Proof: Let r be a spacelike reflection ofC2d
. It follows from Lemma 28 thatJr is admissible.

For the proof of the converse statement, suppose thatJ is an admissible fundamental symmetry of
(A, H, D), where we takeAªC \

2d . SinceJ commutes with all elements inA, we have

JPA8^ End~C2d
!,
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whereA8 is the commutant ofA in B(L2(Rd3Td)). Since the opposite algebraA°, which acts on
H from the right, is a dense subalgebra ofA8, we have for its unitization, with formula~10.82! in
Ref. 16,

Ã°5$TP~A° !9: TPDom`d%5$TPA8: TPDom`d%,

where Dom`d is the smooth domain of the derivationdª@DJ ,.#. Here we used the fact that
A85Ã8. SinceJ is smooth,JPDom`d, and it follows thatJPÃ° ^ End(C2d

). Note that the
construction in Ref. 16 relies on finitely generated projective modules so that it does not directly
apply to nonunital algebras.

Sincep(VpA) is invariant under conjugation withJ, we have

@Jp~V1A!J,Ã°#5@p~V1A!,Ã°#50.

In particular, for anyãg(v)Pp(V1A), we haveã@Jg(v)J,Ã°#50 so thatJg(v)J has entries in
the center ofÃ°. SinceC(A)5C(C\

2d)50, as can be seen from formula~30!, we infer that
C(Ã)5C. Hence,Jg(v)J must be an element of End(C2d

), so thatJg(v)J52g(rv) for some
endomorphismr of C2d

. One checks the conditions of Definition 22 to conclude thatr is a
spacelike reflection. Hence there existsJr such thatJg(v)J5Jrg(v)Jr . Define the operatora
ªJJr . It commutes with allg(v), so thataPÃ°. SinceJrPEnd(C2d

), @a,Jr #50. One shows
that a25a[ * ]a5aa[ * ]51 and that

^j,aj&Jr
5~j,Jraj!5~j,Jj!>0, ~jPH!.

We conclude thata51 andJ5Jr . h
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APPENDIX: MORITA EQUIVALENCE OF C \
2d AND S„Zd

…

Theorem 30: The Fréchet algebrasC \
2d and S(Zd) are Morita equivalent via the Fre´chet

bimoduleS(Rd), i.e.,

S~Rd! ^̄ S(Zd)S~Rd!>C \
2d ,

S~Rd! ^̄ C
\
2dS~Rd!>S~Zd!.

Here ^̄ A denotes the completion of the tensor product over a Fre´chet algebraA in the projective
tensor product topology.

For notational convenience, we restrict to the cased51. Recall thatC \
2 is the Fréchet algebra

S(R3T) equipped with the following product:

~F* G!~x,t !5E
R
dy F~y,t !G~x2y,t2p~y!!,

wherep:R→R/Z>T is the natural projection. We equip it with the following submultiplicative
seminorms:41
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pa,b,g~F !5E
T
dtE

R
dx~11uxu!au]x

b] t
gF~x,t !u.

The algebraS~Z! is equipped with the usual convolution product and the corresponding submul-
tiplicative seminorms

qa~a!5 (
nPZ

~11unu!aua~n!u.

Proof: The moduleS(R) is a FréchetC \
22S(Z) bimodule in the following sense. First of all,

it consists of differentiable functions onR with the topology given by the seminormsna,b,

na,b~ f !ªE
R
dx~11uxu!au]x

b f ~x!u. ~A1!

The left and right actions ofC \
2 andS(Z) are defined by

F• f ~x!5E
R
dy F~x2y,p~x!! f ~y!, ~A2!

f •a~x!5(
n

a~n! f ~x1n!. ~A3!

One checks that these actions are continuous and that (F* G)• f 5F•(G• f ), f •(a* b)5( f •a)
•b. Furthermore, compatibility of both actions, (F• f )•a5F•( f •a) is easily checked. We write

C
\
2S(R)S(Z) .

We will endowS~R! also with the structure of aS(Z)2C \
2 bimodule:

f •F~x!5E
R
dy F~y2x,p~y!! f ~y!, ~A4!

a• f ~x!5(
n

a~n! f ~x2n!. ~A5!

Again, this module satisfies the right properties and we writeS(Z)S(R)C
\
2.

Recall that an essential Fre´chetA-modulesX satisfiesA•X,X densely.42

Lemma 31: The Fre´chet bimodulesC
\
2S(R)S(Z) and S(Z)S(R)C

\
2 are essential.

Proof: Since the algebraS~Z! is unital for the convolution product, there is nothing to prove
there. The algebraC \

2 has an approximate identity$el%lPL defined by

el~x,t !ª
l

Ap
e2lx2

.

We haveel• f→ f and f •el→ f for f PS(R). h

We proceed by defining bilinear maps,

f̃:S~R!3S~R!→C \
2,

f̃~ f ,g!~x,t !5(
n

f ~ t2n!g~ t2x2n!, ~A6!

c̃:S~R!3S~R!→S~Z!,
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c̃~ f ,g!~n!5E
R
dx f~x!g~x2n!. ~A7!

One checks that the mapsf̃ and c̃ are bounded bilinear module maps. They are balanced since
one easily computes

f̃~ f •a,g!5f̃~ f ,a•g!,

c̃~ f •F,g!5c̃~ f ,F•g!. ~A8!

Therefore, we can extendf̃ and c̃ to the tensor product:

f:S~R! ^̄ S(Z)S~R!→C \
2,

c:S~R! ^̄ C
\
2S~R!→S~Z!. ~A9!

Note that the mapsf̃ and c̃ satisfy the following properties:

f̃~ f ,g!•h5 f •c̃~g,h!,

c̃~ f ,g!•h5 f •f̃~g,h!. ~A10!

Lemma 32: The module morphismsf and c are surjective.
Proof: Let FPC \

2 . DefineHPS(R) ^̄ S(Z)S(R) by

H~x,y!ª f ~x!F~x2y,p~x!!,

wheref PS(R) satisfies(nf (t2n)51 for all tP@0,1). Thenf(H)5F. For surjectivity ofc it is
enough to construct a functionf PS(R) with c( f ^ f )51S(Z) . Clearly, this holds for a functionf
with suppf P(0,1) and*dxu f (x)u251. h

Lemma 33: The module morphismsf and c are injective

Proof: Let ( if̃( f i ,gi)50. Then

f̃~ f ,g!•(
i

f i ^ S(Z)gi5( f̃~ f ,g!• f i ^ S(Z)gi5( f •c̃~g, f i ! ^ S(Z)gi

5( f ^ S(Z)c̃~g, f i !•gi5 f ^ S(Z)g•(
i

f̃~ f i ,gi !50, ~A11!

using formula~A10! twice. Hence,F•( i f i ^ S(Z)gi50 for all FPC \
2 . SinceC \

2 has an approxi-
mate identity it follows that( i f i ^ S(Z)gi50. SinceS(Z) is unital, we find similarly injectivity
of c. h

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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